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Chairman’s Message
The majority of the state is enjoying the best start to the season for many years. Excellent early pasture growth has markedly reduced
autumn supplementary feeding. As supplementary feeding is often one of the major input costs for Western Australian sheep
producers this early break should markedly increase the profitability of sheep production enterprises. Coupled with strong sheep
meat prices and excellent wool prices, the outlook for the sheep industry looks very positive. We are looking forward to see some
excellent early suckers and good weights in both lambs and mutton at Katanning as we head into the spring.
The excellent feed conditions may see an increased incidence of pregnancy toxaemia and dystocia (lambing difficulty). Ewes in above
average body condition will be more susceptible to both these syndromes. Pregnancy toxaemia is predisposed by nutritional stress of
heavily pregnant ewes often carrying multiple foetuses. Avoid situations where ewes are kept off feed for any prolonged period of
time in late pregnancy. Dystocia will be more prevalent in fat ewes delivering a large lamb. Remembering 90% of a lambs growth
occurs in the last third of pregnancy, so avoid allowing single bearing ewes to become too heavy just prior to lambing.
Despite relatively tight trading conditions on the world sheep meat market, WAMMCO has continued to offer maximum returns to
Co-operative members. Tighter trading conditions in both Europe and China has seen increased competition from New Zealand
processors in some of our traditional markets.
The philosophy of ensuring our processing plants meet world best standards has seen major upgrades both at Katanning and
Goulbourn. Southern Meats has seen major refurbishment to the chillers and lamb processing room, while the new freezer / chiller is
nearing completion at Katanning.
We encourage all producers to visit the Katanning plant and view their lambs or mutton being processed.
The demise of the Western Australian sheep flock coupled with the reduced funding of the Department of Agriculture and Food WA
has seen the proposed formation of the WA Sheep Alliance. Strong support has been received from
all participant organisations, universities, producers, grower bodies, processors, agents and
exporters. With a combined unified voice representing all aspects of the sheep industry, a strong
future of grass roots research, development and extension can be facilitated. At present a panel
has been selected to assess candidates for this new alliance board.
Regards,

Craig Heggaton
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Chief Executive Report
LambLine readers will note that we have drawn a new focus in this
mid-year edition of LambLine. Impressive productivity gains with
lambing percentages of 150% or more are now being achieved by
members and in this edition three members outline their keys to
success. At these lambing percentages, prime lamb production can
be as profitable as any other farming operation.
With this in mind, the WAMMCO board has recently committed to
support WA’s new Sheep Alliance, that is, under the interim
chairmanship of Craig Heggaton. This will be a producer driven
initiative and I am confident that it will be capable not only of
spreading the word about the potential new gains in lamb
production, but how best to actually achieve them.
You may have read that WAMMCO is now the exclusive supplier of
prime lamb to the West Australian ALDI supermarkets. This is under
our new retail meat supply partnership with Harvey Beef. We are
currently processing about 1000 lambs/week for ALDI and will be
watching closely to see how this new business develops. The lamb
will be branded as Killarnee Lamb.
Another very bright note on the horizon for WAMMCO and our
producer members in WA, will be the arrival of the giant US
supermarket Costco, which has indicated that it will also be making
us its preferred WA lamb supplier when the first new stores are
rolled out in WA for the 2017/18 season. Our Goulburn plant already
supplies lamb to Costco’s Eastern States supermarkets and we also
have been servicing Costco stores in the US and Canada for many

years via our membership of the Australian Lamb Co. Costco officials
recently inspected our plants at Katanning and Goulburn and their
audits rated them as the best lamb processing plants in Australia.
Both Costco and ALDI will turn up the ‘competition volume’ for
WAMMCO’s state and national business. Their business will not only
underpin the prices we pay members, it will also help us to ‘spread
the burden’ if Australian dollar values go too high in the future.
The prospects for our lamb in China are improving slowly, but we
would still like to see more solid gains before we can begin to
depend on this market.
All of the above developments confirm the value of our decision to
fund a major upgrade of our chiller capacity and technology at
Katanning. This new facility is scheduled for a brief trial run before
the plant shutdown for annual maintenance at the end of June. We
are expecting the new facility to be in full operational mode when
Katanning reopens in mid July.
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currently under trial at Katanning and are both showing promise.

Katanning News
WAMMCO’s new $11 million Variable Retention Tunnel (VRT) is set
to come on-line in full production mode when the Katanning plant
reopens on July 18, after a two week annual shutdown at the end of
June. The VRT system now installed has a capacity of 11,000 cartons
per day, and offers capacity to significantly extend the shelf life for
Katanning product.

WAMMCO was recently in talks with the Clontarf Foundation looking
at joining a national scheme to provide traineeships for young
indigenous people. We are optimistic that up to 15 traineeships may
be created at Katanning.

The WA State Government claims of ‘Water for Food’ and other
concessions to assist producers and processors, apparently do not
include WAMMCO’s Katanning plant. Unlike our competitors with
Prospects for the new season appear to be good, flowing on from
their own water supplies, the Katanning plant has always been
May and June kills of just under 20,000 units per week. A weekly
dependent on water from the State’s comprehensive Water Supply,
component of about 15,000 lambs has included weekly orders for the and in the past has been able to work cooperatively with the water
new WA ALDI stores as well as our first hormone and antibiotic free agency to keep costs to within reasonable margins. WAMMCO’s
product for what promises to be a developing market.
‘water trickle’ treatment contrasts to some degree with increasing
private competition in the electricity market, where we have been
Katanning was recently given top rating assessments by both our US
able to keep costs reasonable and will shortly be signing a new twosupermarket customer Costco, and by Ausqual who audit against the
year contract with a new supplier.
standards for European importers of WAMMCO product, including
ALDI.
Key Dates:
The plant workforce is stable at just over 300 and is being shifted
more and more onto value-adding lamb and mutton product. Bone-in 
legs were once a major portion of our trade. Today most of our lamb

leg trade is boneless. Two new machines, one to remove chine bones
and the other to remove the cap from frenched lamb racks are

Last livestock received Wednesday 29th June 2016
Reopen for livestock Sunday 17th July 2016

NEW SEASON LAMB BOOKINGS OPEN MONDAY 13TH JUNE.
Please email ashleigh@wammco.com.au or fax 98212731
your Spring booking requests.
Lairage Reminders
WAMMCO livestock receival times are

Requirements

Presentation of livestock

Mon—Thurs

5:30am—3pm



Stock must have correct coloured ear tag



Don’t crutch over the top of the tail

Sun

6:30am—noon



Use pink tags for all transactional stock



Crutch faecal and urine stains

Accurately complete NVDs



Don’t send wet fly blown stock

Adhere to ESIs for any animal treatments



All stock must be “fit to load”

If you are experiencing any problems with

deliveries please contact Phil Bolt on 0418758219.
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Manjimup growers aim to lift
lambing percentages
Land use competition for the valuable, intensive farmlands of
Manjimup has seen prime lamb remain on the menu with truffles,
avocadoes, broccoli and many more exotic forms of production,
thanks to local Pasture Group members Gary Ryan and Brad Ipsen
and other producers in the region.
Gary, Brad and their families have gone separate routes to push
lambing limits to new peaks over the past few years, so that they can
capitalise on the potential of their Manjimup country to achieve up
to 22 DSE/Ha, compared with rates of around 15 DSE at Kojonup and
up to 5 DSE in the wheatbelt.
WAMMCO LambLine recently visited the two prominent growers to
share their lamb research and how it is keeping lamb on their menu
of production enterprises. LambLine will return to these growers at
the end of the year to review their results.

Ian Ryan and his pasture raised, hand gathered fresh eggs

THREE RYANS

camp in the vans overnight, then make an automatically timed
escape each morning to enjoy a small fenced area of natural
Pemberton doctor Cliff Ryan purchased the 400ha Manjimup
pasture. The caravan moves as required to the next site, leaving a
property for his sons when local farms were still called ‘stations’ in
the 1950's. Today, his grandsons have built the original holding, plus well fertilised area for the next crop rotation.
another 80ha of leased land into a highly tuned unit that constantly Vegetable crops dominate the operation but are grown on a 10 year
monitors the best potential returns from a rapidly changing
rotation, leaving room for grazing and other opportunities. Gary said
spectrum of over 250 different export and domestic opportunities.
WAMMCO’s Peter Krupa had alerted the brothers to the solid
“Three Ryans” pasture-raised eggs probably serve as the best
example of diversity and innovation in WA’s unique south. Up to 700
laying hens are camped in caravans that have reached the end of
their road life, and are now specially adapted by Gary Ryan and his
brother Ian and father John, to produce premium eggs for the
boutique outlets of Claremont, Doubleview and other prestige
suburbs that also buy much of their high grade vegetables.
Marketing “Three Ryans” produce for local consumption is handled
by Perth-based brother Peter while Gary’s wife Tracey, Ian’s wife
Sorcha and their mother Lynette also make a major contribution to
the business.
Converted caravans, are hitched to an old diesel ute with a bulka
shuttle on the tray to provide water, and another feeder trailer at
the back to supply a constant supply of pellets to the birds. They

values being obtained for prime WA lamb and convinced them to
supply direct about ten years ago.
They started with a Merino base, but steadily increased their Border
Leicester breeding flock, purchasing rams from the Willow Springs
stud at Kojonup. Producing enough lambs each year to make a viable
enterprise has required a different form of innovation.
Increasing fertility along with the percentage of lambs marked was
an obvious plan, but keeping the lambs alive in ‘parasite heaven’ was
another major challenge. Three years ago, they decided to try
injecting Border Leicester ewes with ‘Ovastim’. Ovastim is a
commercially available injectable product used to increase ovulation
rates and therefore potentially increase lambing percentages of
prime lamb producing ewes. “We needed to see how quickly we
could ‘grow another leg’ without too many management changes,”
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Gary said.
The first year cost between $6 and $7/head but the results were
dramatic – 178% lambs, including 170 single, 431 twin and 79 triplet
lambs minus a dry ewe component of 30. The results compared with
141% Border Leicester lambs in 2012 and 132% in 2013 before the
injection was trialled.
In 2015 the Border Leicester ewes were injected and mated two
weeks earlier than normal to return lambing percentage of 164%
compared to 126% for Merinos.

also limit worm and parasite breeding cycles by reducing pasture
contamination.
Green feed production is also ‘high tech’ on the Ryan property.
Clover based pastures are currently over-sown with Moby grazing
Barley and Winterstar Ryegrass from their own seed. Here their
membership of the Manjimup Pasture Group keeps them up to date
with top performing pasture and cereal types.
The lamb/pasture regime is also now an integral part of the Ryans’
farm disease management plan, to ensure that the vegetables - as
well as the egg enterprise – all pass muster.

TWIN LAKES
A quest for making farming easier in their constant search for
productivity and profitability has seen major Manjimup based
vegetable growers Brad Ipsen and his father Eric devote valuable
hectares to high fertility, prime lamb production over the past
decade.
A successful Poll Dorset stud breeder, Eric Ipsen decided ten years
ago to visit New Zealand to explore what the Kiwis were doing best
with similar land in higher rainfall areas.
With prices for vegetable, fruit and intensive cash crops already
pushing land values in their area to above $10,000/ha, compared
Gary Ryan in front of his triplet scanned ewes
with around half that for grazing land, any new lamb enterprise
This year as the ewes only required 1 treatment of Ovastim, the
would need to provide not only high fertility, but also survivability,
overall costs per head were reduced to just over $1. Like in 2015, the economic ability and new taste ability.
Border Leicester ewes were joined early, and after pregnancy
Eric came across a high fertility, composite meat sheep breed known
scanning there is an overall potential lambing percentage of 157%,
as the Kelso. In New Zealand the breed was producing lambing
with 560 of the 800 ewes scanned with twins or triplets. This year
percentages of 140% and with a high component of natural body fat,
there were more ewes scanned with a single foetus possibly due to
Eric saw the opportunity to harvest these genetics on Twin Lakes, the
the fact that mating started three days before the Manjimup region
800ha Ipsen property just east of Manjimup. Here was a breed
received 75ml of rain in January, affecting the supply and quality of
producing prime lamb capable of capitalising on pasture with less
dry feed. Gary said “the extra triplets made up for the mortalities
reliance on grain feeding that was easy-care, wrinkle free and bred
and our overall production had improved by 20-30%. That’s not a
for their environment of cold and wet, but frost-free conditions.
bad result with each lamb averaging around $115 per head”.
Sourcing Kelso’s was possible much closer to home when Eric and
Dynamax worm and parasite capsules are the other weapon that has
Brad soon discovered that Kojonup breeder Roger House held the
become essential to the family’s lamb survival program. They are
Australian franchise for the New Zealand breed. Today, Brad runs a
aware of warnings that constant use could build resistance in worms
breeding flock of nearly 6,000 ewes and 1,000 ewe lambs, producing
and parasites, but believe the gains significantly outweigh any
up to 8,500 lambs for sale each year.
potential liabilities. Dosed to ewes two weeks prior to lambing, the
capsules not only keep new lambs worm free for up to 100 days, they
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performance and wool shedding features over the next few years.
“We are constantly looking to how we can pick up extra growth
without sacrificing fertility,” Brad said. “This may be possible with
the Ultra-White if it can grow faster without the need to grow wool.”
Like other members of the Manjimup Pasture Group, Brad is using
slow release capsules with lambing ewes to protect young lambs
from worms and parasites in their early life, and to also reduce
pasture contamination.
Lamb production accounts for up to 70% of the Twin Lakes
enterprise, vying for land-use with crops like Broccoli and sweetcorn
on a 4-5 year rotation, on pastures seeded with Ryegrass, Oats and
Triticale to make them productive and cheap to maintain. Even so,
stocking rates remain relatively conservative in line with Brad’s
policy of ‘setting and forgetting’ all of the production systems on
Twin Lakes.
Brad Ipsen in front of his pregnant Kelso ewes
Brad intends to demonstrate the attributes of his prime lamb
With a ‘cracker’ of a start to the year, top lines of pregnancy scanned enterprise and production systems at a field day for producers on
ewes are showing potential lambing percentages of up to 168% and the property in December. “People in the region are still exiting the
Brad expects the commercial breeding flock to average above 150%. lamb industry, but we are hoping to show that the rewards for
producing lamb can be high if you can use fertility to lift
Electronic tag technology and professional data assessment are
productivity, particularly without the extra cost of feeding grain.”
helping to improve and record the performance of the breeding
flock. Non-performers are automatically culled and next year Brad
Brad is in his second year as a director of WAMMCO and is enjoying
expects to be keeping only proven twin or triplet producing mothers the challenges of keeping the Co-operative competitive and
for breeding.
relevant. “I am going to watch with interest how the domestic
market receives our product but it remains only a small component
of the total production with WAMMCO continuing to target the best
price, high volume world consumers.”
As a major producer, Brad has been involved in the national research
and development programs with Horticulture Australia and he
continues to prospect and act on new production challenges. His
latest venture has been into citrus production, in response to a
heavy reduction in global supplies from California. Brad’s aim is to
produce high quality Eureka seedless lemons for both the domestic
and international market with the 14ha orchard being serviced by a
new 1 gigalitre dam. “There appears to be an assured future demand for quality lemons and like lamb, the fruit should be easy
care and profitable to produce.”
Brad’s father Eric and mother Louise are still actively involved in running Twin Lakes. Brad and wife Sarah have four children Joe (21),
Nick (19), Evie (15) and Chris (11).
Brad has also introduced Ultra White genetics from Dawson
Bradford’s Hillcroft stud at Narrogin to compare production, lambing
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Genetics, nutrition and
understanding soils proving to
be a winner at Kulin

“These ewes produce and rear twins and triplets as easily as a
Merino will produce a single lamb.” he said. “But if producers
decide to chase the rewards of high fertility, they must first address
the extra nutritional demands it will place on their enterprise.

“Lambing percentages of in excess of 160% are achievable and
growing these lambs out is not difficult. Keeping them alive and
prospering to the point of sale could easily revert to an animal
Brendon Savage of “Tolga”, Kulin is bound to get a ready response to
welfare issue if all aspects of the equation are not addressed.”
his claim that livestock production – lambs in particular - have better
potential to increase the productivity and profitability of their wheat- That is where Australian Soil Planners is helping Brendon and about
belt owners, than cropping. However the results he is achieving are
150 farmers around Australia since 2005, to set and achieve new
spectacular, not only because of his remarkable success with
nutritional goals and practises to boost livestock production, that also
genetics, but also because of the advances he is making with
improve soil quality and cropping productivity at less cost. “I am
nutrition and soil improvement.
seeing how nutritionally dense pastures, result in sheep spending
less time grazing and convert feed more efficiently. Benefits are
Brendon attributes his results to two formidable decisions. The first
then carried through to the cropping rotation and we can reduce
was to shift from Merinos to SAMMS, and to tap into the genetic pool
reliance on Nitrogen and costly weed control,” Brendon said.”
of the Multimeat breed, - and the second was to join the Australian
Soil Planners (ASP).
“With our balance of pastures and just over 60% cropping, our sheep
helping to control weeds and to keep fertiliser applications for
Eastern States breeders Dugald McLachlan, Colin Earl and Phil
cropping down to around 20 units of nitrogen, I believe we are close
Clothier blended the best Poll Dorset, Border Leicester and White
to an ‘ideal brew’ that ‘excites’ the soil instead of hitting it with too
Suffolk genes with the high fertility gene of the Booroola breed to
much chemical and fertiliser.”
create the Multimeat strain that now underwrites Brendon’s prime
lamb production. He uses Multimeat genetics over his SAMM ewes
“We are trying to have less sheep in the Autumn with the ability to
on the Kulin property to fix a type within the breeding flock, then
be well stocked in the Spring. If we can produce as many lambs from
selects a terminal sire source, currently White Suffolk, over this flock 2300 ewes as would normally require 4000 ewes then our summer
to produce prime commercial lambs.
feed reserves are saved for Autumn.”
Brendon’s WA-based ASP consultant Martin Hockey is assisting him
towards a 2-3 year goal of producing 4,000 lambs from around 2300
ewes. “It will be a challenge but when you see farmers in the UK and
New Zealand already achieving lambing results of more than 250%,
anything is possible,” Martin said.

WAMMCO’s Rob Davidson with Graeme Savage in front of their
triplet scanned Multimeat x SAMM ewes

One of the treatments Martin was able to introduce to Brendon was
the dosing of capeweed with a mix of soluble calcium and trace
elements. They were both surprised at the rapid reduction in
scouring amongst the flock, and the impressive growth and weight
gains in the animals, - to the point where Brendon decided to invest
in a plant at Cadoux to produce the formula. “Farmers quickly lose
their scepticism of the Calcium/trace element treatment when they
see the positive results,” Martin said. But it is just a tool to balance
out nutrients, its supplying the correct nutrients to pasture to
optimise plant health and stock health that is the real key, it is not all
just about Phosphate.
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be managed, but more lambs than that can pose a problem,” he
said.
Brendon’s aim is to develop his Kulin properties as low input cost
operations that remain profitable in even marginal seasons.
Whereas he plans to leave his current sheep vs cropping equation as
it is for the present, he can see that with the advanced genetics and
nutritional systems now available, there is already more scope for
future profit from sheep and lambs than cropping.
“Cropping costs continue to increase and grain prices are uncertain.
“Lamb markets are more profitable and stable if you have the
systems to take advantage of the genetic and nutritional advice
now available.”

Brendon Savage in his paddock of Lucerne and Oil Mallees
Another low-cost proposition was for Brendon to plant Lucerne
between Oil Mallee strips on a 118ha section of the property. A low
ratio of Lucerne plants showed a magnificent response to big
summer rains and the area was on its fourth grazing involving a total
of around 1500 lambs since late 2015 when LambLine visited the
property recently. Major bonuses were that lighter lambs grazing
the Lucerne, quickly surpassed the condition of those that started in
forward condition on other pastures, and that the Oil Mallee shelter
belts helped them to thrive. The last consignment of these lambs to
WAMMCO Katanning averaged over 26kg with a net return of
$136/hd.
“If we can use stubbles and Lucerne out here to finish more lambs,
that is an entirely new ball game,” Brendon said. This season, he
aims to oversow the Lucerne paddock with a fodder crop to ‘burn
off’ the excess nitrogen residue.

Brendon in front of his Lucerne finished lambs

Brendon’s father Graeme and his wife Win moved from Williams in
1977 and took up the original 1800ha. Brendon and his wife
Gabrielle now manage 5200ha (arable) at Kulin. They have four
Lamb scanning contractor Tim Stevenson from Cunderdin was one of
children, Nick (15), Zac (13), Carlinea (12) and Seanna (7).
the first to identify the rapid progress being made in WA by Brendon
and other members of the ASP. Tim noticed that whereas each
member were using different genetics, their high lambing
percentages were consistent, confirming the clear impact of their
nutritional programmes.
But contrary to ‘conventional wisdom’ that ewes should be on a
rising plane of nutrition for mating. Brendon is mating his high
fertility Multimeat ewes on a maintenance feed regime so as to limit
the number of lambs being conceived. His ewes are teased and
mated for 30 days only to try to allow lambing to be delayed till early
June, but constrict it to a little over a month. “Twins and triplets can
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Market Update
Current Markets
Supply out of Australia and New Zealand is starting to tighten as we
head into the winter months. We are working with all of our
customers to lift selling prices to help with rising costs and to
compete for limited livestock supply.
This follows a difficult period in global lamb markets where demand
and returns from some key countries has been more subdued in the
past 12 months. In particular, demand from China has been slower
this year, with strong Chinese domestic supply, combined with the
WAMMCO and MLA co-funded butcher training sessions in Dubai
high cost of imports has seen reduced prices for Australian and New
Zealand lamb and mutton. Similarly, demand and prices for bone-in
lamb shoulders has been much slower this year into the Middle-East
and South-East Asia. North America continues to import big volumes
of Australian lamb, though this is putting pressure on prices in the
wake of a 20% increase in Australian export volumes to the USA
from the start of 2016 contributing to high inventory positions held
by customers.
Conditions in recent weeks have shown improvement with Chinese
customers showing more willingness to increase prices as we head
towards the cooler months and the main consumption period from
September onwards. Shoulder prices in all markets are also showing
signs of recovery as supply tightens in Australia and New Zealand.
European leg sales continue to be slow as we move into the
northern hemisphere summer, which is typically a time for reduced
leg consumption in the market. This is expected to improve as we
head into the months of September and October in the lead up to
Christmas. This coincides well with spring lamb supply in WA.

Point of sale material in Dubai

Middle East WAMMCO Lamb promotion

WAMMCO to Supply ALDI

A retail promotion campaign for WAMMCO Lamb was recently held
in the Middle-East involving butcher training and new point-of-sale
advertising materials. Our customers have reported excellent
feedback from the promotion with increased consumer and butcher
awareness of the WAMMCO brand and the high quality of lamb from
Western Australia featuring as important benefits.

WAMMCO has recently confirmed a contract to supply lamb for the
new WA ALDI supermarkets . Starting with 4 stores, the retailer has
plans for rapid expansion of store numbers in Western Australia.
Under the arrangement, lamb processed and supplied by WAMMCO
will be packaged under the ALDI brand at the new Harvey Beef retail
packing facility. This provides a great opportunity for WAMMCO to
diversify our business and develop stronger ties with the domestic
market. It gives us more access to another group of customers in a
market of big lamb eaters.
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We have been having ongoing discussions with ALDI for the past 2
years, and more recently with Harvey. ALDI have confidence in the
quality of lamb produced by WAMMCO at Katanning, and the
agreement gives us a great opportunity to showcase the quality of
lamb produced and supplied by WAMMCO from our WA
Co-operative members. It’s great that consumers in WA will now be
able to serve up some of the best lamb in world – in the same way
that other countries like America, Europe and the Middle East have
been doing for years.
From Left to right: Michael Masterman—Chairman Harvey Beef,
Damien Scheidel—Managing Director of ALDI WA, Tim Dudding—
Group Buying Director ALDI, Damien Giumelli—WAMMCO Marketing
Manager and Annette MacFarland—Buying Director ALDI at the
recent opening of the Harvey Beef Retail Packaging Room.
Market diversification is important as it engages us in all of the best
lamb markets around the world for the various components of the
carcase. The domestic market is a big consumer of bone-in legs and
shoulders. America has strong demand for frenched racks and shortloins, and China currently provides us with the best returns on some
of the lower value cuts such as breast and flaps. By being involved in
all of these markets we can maximise the revenue from every head of
lamb that we slaughter. It also helps us be more robust and spreads
our risk in times when any particular market might be experiencing
slower sales. Importantly any business we do into the domestic
market needs to be competitive with alternative options in the
export market.

COSTCO Canada visit WAMMCO
Representatives from COSTCO supermarket in Canada recently
visited Western Australia to review the production facilities at
Katanning. The visitors were impressed with the quality of the
facilities and the products being produced. Pictured below are the
group reviewing some new proto-type manufacturing equipment at
Katanning.

Market visit – South East Asia
Marketing representatives Damien Giumelli and Albert Baker visited
Malaysia and Singapore in April to meet with customers and exhibit
at the Food and Hotel Asia (FHA) trade fair in Singapore.

From Left to right: WAMMCO Marketing representatives Ron Whyte
and Damien Giumelli, Harvey Beef National Sales Manager Ben
Martella and Harvey Beef representative Jon Liu on opening day at
the Belmont ALDI supermarket.

Running for over 35 years, FHA has earned itself a reputation as the
most comprehensive premium international food and hospitality
show in the region. Approximately 4000 exhibitors from over 70
countries display products to over 75,000 trade attendees.
The visit provided and excellent opportunity to reinforce long-held
relationships in this important market and good discussions were
held in terms of new business opportunities for both lamb and
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mutton.

SIAL China 2016
WAMMCO and Southern Meats marketing representatives Albert
Baker, Tim Gibson and Tim Kelleher were kept very busy at the
recent SIAL China Food Fair held in Shanghai 5th -7th May.
SIAL China 2016 is one of Asia’s largest food and beverage
exhibitions with nearly 3000 exhibitors from 67 countries. In the
meat section alone over 550 companies from 30 countries displayed
products to existing and potential major retail, food service and
hotel/catering clients.
Over the three days all of the Co-operative’s current clients and
some prospective new clients visited the stand. With some of the
major processors having reduced volumes in store, strong interest
was shown for leaner Flap production, Rack Caps and Back Bone.
Advice from the market was that Chinese processors are expecting a
large domestic turnoff (August - November) again this year.

WAMMCO’s Marketing Executive Albert Baker with our customer
from Thailand Dollar Pausawasdi at Food and Hotel Asia 2016.
In particular, Malaysia is a large market for Australian lamb and
mutton and WAMMCO’s export license approval to the market is a
competitive advantage over other non-accredited processors.
WAMMCO branded lamb and mutton is well regarded for its
leanness and smaller size compared with East Coast processors.
Equally, Fine Brand mutton trunk and boneless legs from our
Goulburn plant are regarded as the premium brand for
manufacturing mutton.

WAMMCO’s Marketing Executive Albert Baker with clients from
Dalian, China.

Skins
Length of the staple is dictating skin revenues at present. The longer
staples, 1/2 inch and longer, is being driven by the Chinese wool
market. Many of these skins are being combed and then clipped
back to a 12 - 15mm length for domestic Chinese garments.

WAMMCO’s Marketing team Damien Giumelli (far left) and Albert
Baker (second from right) with WAMMCO customers from Kuching
East Malaysia at Food and Hotel Asia 2016.

The shorter wools (up to 1/2 inch) however have been hard to sell
for the past 18 months due to the decline of the Russian economy.
The shorter wools are mainly used in the production of shoe linings.
This section of the market needs a very cold northern hemisphere
winter and the Russian economy to recover to lift revenues.
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Upcoming sheep field days

WAMMCO Perth Office

Livestock contacts

Disclaimer

T: 92620999

Peter Krupa

0427810613

F: 93550961

Wayne Radford

0429944733

E: info@wammco.com.au

Rob Davidson

0429380195

Web: www.wammco.com.au

Or your local agent

Katanning Office

Livestock Bookings

T: 98212000 F: 98212731

Ashleigh Edwards

1800199197
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WAMMCO International makes no representation as
to the accuracy of any information or advice contained in the LambLine newsletter and excludes all
liabilities as a result by any person acting on such
information or advice.

